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The laser reference sensor is the central instrument in the Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite laser pointing

knowledge system, simultaneously observing stars and the altimetry laser in a single instrument coordinate frame.

The starmeasurements are sparse, with the intermittent tracking of individual stars because of the small field of view

and no tracking in sunlight due to problems with scattered light. Attitude estimation for the laser reference sensor

alone is challenging due to its limited stellar data output. There are also three commercial star trackers mounted on

the science instrument and spacecraft bus. The time-varying alignments and attitudes of all four star trackers are

tracked simultaneously using an alignment filter in order to determine the stability of the laser reference sensor and

the effects of its sparse star observations on alignment and attitude knowledge. The filter is able to predict laser

reference sensor star measurements with accuracies of approximately 0.5 to 1.5 arcseconds over time scales greater

than the orbital period while tracking laser reference sensor alignment variations on the order of 40 arcseconds.

Nomenclature

Abi �t� = attitude rotation from inertial frame to body frame
ATRK
b = constant reference alignment rotation from body

frame
ATRK
i �t� = attitude rotation from inertial frame to a tracker frame

(tracker = laser reference sensor, instrument star
tracker,
bus star tracker 1, or bus star tracker 2)

a�t� = attitude error rotation vector with a ≡ jaj, rad
aTRK�t� = alignment rotation vector
b�t� = gyro rate bias vector, rad∕s
H = sensitivity matrix
Hi = filter bank i � 1; : : : ; n of candidate σTRK values
h�u� = measurement model
h = unit vector horizontal and vertical coordinates in i, j,

k frame
i, j, k = sensor or local tangent plane frame axes for

expressing unit vectors
K = Kalman gain matrix
P = state covariance matrix
Q = process noise covariance matrix
q�a�t�� = unit-norm attitude error quaternion function of

a�t� with jq�a�t��j � 1
qref�t� = reference attitude quaternion with jqref�t�j � 1
R = measurement noise covariance matrix
R�a� = state transition submatrix
S�a� = state transition submatrix
u = three-dimensional unit vector
x�t� = state vector
x, y, z = body frame axes
Δh, Δv = observed minus predicted star residuals
η�t� = zero-mean Gaussian noise process
σTRK = alignment process noise
Φ = state transition matrix
ω�t� = angular rate vector, rad∕s
ωg�t� = gyro output angular rate vector, rad∕s

I. Introduction

T HE Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) is a
member of the NASAEarth Observing System. It was launched

in January 2003 and deorbited inAugust 2010. The primary objective
was laser altimetry using the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System
(GLAS) for the determination of polar ice sheet mass balances and
their contribution to global sea-level change, requiring highly
accurate measurements of the surface elevation at each laser footprint
[1–3]. The location of a footprint and its associated elevation were
obtained by combining the geocentric position vector of GLAS, the
laser pointing vector, and laser pulse time-of-flight measurements.
The accuracy requirement for surface elevation is 15 cm and is
equivalent to a laser pointing knowledge accuracy of 1.5 arcseconds.
The pointing knowledge system centers on a laser reference sensor

(LRS), which simultaneously observes stars and the altimetry laser in
the LRS coordinate frame [4–7]. Ideally, the LRS star observations
determine the LRSattitude and, by extension, the pointing of the laser
vector in the celestial frame. The estimation of the LRS attitude is the
key step in tying the LRS laser observations to the celestial frame, but
unfortunately the LRS star observations are sparse due to design
tradeoffs and functional limitations (Sec. II).
ICESat also carried three commercial off-the-shelf star trackers.

The instrument star tracker (IST) was mounted beside the LRS on
GLAS along with a gyro unit. Two bus star trackers (BST1 and
BST2) were mounted on the spacecraft. To bypass the limitations of
the LRS, its star observations were intended to be combined with
those from the IST based on an alignment reference signal linking the
LRS and IST coordinate frames. The reference signal used a portion
of the 532 nm wavelength signal from the primary altimetry laser
beam,which had both 532 nmand 1064 nmcomponents. The 532 nm
signal energy was severely degraded early in the mission, and the
reference signal was effectively lost. Without the reference signal,
alternative LRS attitude estimation methods involving some or all of
the other three trackers and gyros were necessary. The original LRS
attitude estimation method and an alternative using the IST and gyro
unit alone are described in [8].
The LRS attitude estimation method used here simultaneously

filtered the observations from all four star trackers to estimate their
time-varying alignments and attitudes, effectively combining the LRS,
IST, BST1, andBST2 star observations. This type of filter is referred to
as an alignment filter or alignment Kalman filter [9]. The motivation
was to produce an adequate estimate of the LRS align-
ment relative to the other three star trackers for inferring the LRS
attitude independently from the lost reference signal. Within the
alignment filter, theLRS star observationswere only used toupdate the
LRS alignment estimate. If the LRS alignment variations were not too
large or fast, the sparse LRS star observations were able to provide
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adequate information for updating the alignment estimate. The
alignment filter approach essentially took advantage of the fact that the
LRS alignment was relatively constant compared to the LRS attitude.
Alignment filtering has been discussed in the literature since 1990

[10–15], particularly by Pittelkau et al. since 2000 [9,16–20]. Cur-
rently, the main conceptual questions concern the definition of the
body frame. If it is practical to identify the body frame with the gyro
unit, then the relative motion of every star tracker is observable [17].
The more conservative approach adopted here is to identify the body
frame with a star tracker, making its relative motion unobservable.
Flight experiences and flight data from Thermosphere, Ionosphere,
Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED), Mercury Surface,
Space Environment, Geochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER),
and Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) are discussed in [18–
21]. TIMED andMESSENGER can be classed as baseline examples
involving two identical collocated star trackers. ICESat is a more
complex case because of the number, types, and locations of its star
trackers. SIRTF is a particularly sophisticated application that
extends the filter state to include calibration parameters for various
science instruments.
A contribution of this paper is an investigation of the effects of the

sparse LRS star observations on alignment filtering. There is a quali-
tative difference or asymmetry between the information throughput
of the LRS and the other three star trackers. The effects depend on the
time scales and accuracies needed to meet the altimetry science
requirements. The results are represented here by overall accuracies
for the LRS alignment and attitude estimates over time scales greater
than the orbital period.
Another contribution is a method for estimating the alignment

process noise parameters. Alignment process noise should reflect the
uncertainty due to true alignment variations over relevant time scales.
The focus here is on time scales greater than the orbital period, during
which the sparse LRS star observations provide adequate informa-
tion to track LRS alignment variations. The alignment process noise
parameters are estimated using multiple-model adaptive estima-
tion (MMAE).
There has been discussion in the literature of alignment filtering for

inferring structural alignment between the payload and bus but few
examples of flight experience (possibly SIRTF alone). In principle,
the alignment of GLAS with respect to the bus is observable due to
the presence of two star trackers on each, making it possible to use
alignment filtering for the knowledge of GLAS alignment stability.
Evidence that the LRS to GLAS optical bench alignment is stable,
implying that LRS alignment variations reflect GLAS optical bench
alignment variations, is provided in [8]. It will be shown here that
alignment filter results provide evidence of significant LRS and
GLAS alignment variations.

II. Hardware Background and Coordinate Definitions

Figure 1 shows the four star tracker line-of-sight unit vectors in the x,
y, z body frame.TheLRSand IST lines of sight are parallel to the z axis.

The BST1 and BST2 lines of sight are angled 30 deg from the z axis in
the y, z plane. The body frame is associatedwith the spacecraft bus and
with BST1, in particular. In practice, the body frame is defined here by
the estimated BST1 attitude and a constant BST1 reference alignment.
It will be shown that BSTalignment variations are on the order of a few
arcseconds and that theBST1coordinate frame is an adequateproxy for
a body frame in which to track the LRS and IST alignments.
The LRS and IST are mounted side by side on the GLAS optical

bench along with a space inertial reference unit (SIRU) gyro unit as
shown on the left side of Fig. 2. The right side of Fig. 2 is a schematic
of the instruments on the plane of the optical bench. Variations of the
GLAS optical bench to the bus alignment can ideally be observed as
correlated variations of the LRS and IST line-of-sight vectors relative
to the BST1 and BST2 line-of-sight vectors.
The LRS concept can be implemented in a variety of ways. For

example, two trackers can be joined stably so that their coordinate
frames are effectively combined. Combining their output in a single
data stream creates a tracker with two fields of view: one to track the
laser and one to track stars. The implementation of the GLAS LRS is
based on a single optical train and tracking unit. The tracking unit is
from a commercial off-the-shelf star tracker. High angular resolution,
with the tradeoff of a small field of view, is needed to achieve the
required pointing knowledge accuracy. To make more stars acquir-
able, the sensitivity is increased by using optics with larger apertures.
The hardware modifications are implemented in custom optics
(Fig. 2) and a custom sun shade resulting in a 0.5 deg square field of
view and an instrument magnitude limit of 7.5. Three spots of light
are observed and tracked: a laser spot, a reference spot from the
Collimated Reference Source (CRS), and an intermittent star spot.
Because of the small field of view, at most, one star spot is tracked

at a time, and there are long gaps between stars. When the LRS was

Fig. 1 The four ICESat star tracker line-of-sight unit vectors in thebody
frame.

Fig. 2 a) GLAS instruments and b) schematic of the GLAS optical bench in the body frame.
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activated on orbit, therewere frequent system resets attributed to stray
light bypassing or scattering from the sun shade. The resets were
initially avoided by deactivating the LRS while in sunlight. The LRS
software was eventually modified to deactivate star tracking in
sunlight. The result is intermittent LRS observations of individual
stars while in eclipse and none while in sunlight. Attitude estimation
using the LRS and gyros alone is relatively difficult due to the limited
celestial information. For example, an initial attitude estimate for
sequential filtering has to come from a source other than the LRS
since single-frame attitude determination requires simultaneous
observations of two or more stars. Once the filter is initialized and
converged, the measurement updates from the LRS are intermittent
at best.
The ISTandBSTs have 8-by-8 deg fields of viewand 10Hz output.

The IST is an HD-1003 and tracks up to six stars with an instrument
magnitude limit of 6.2. The LRS tracking unit is taken from an HD-
1003 identical to the IST. The BSTs are CT-602s and track up to five
stars with an instrument magnitude limit of 7.1. The spacecraft
telemetry includes 10 Hz samples of the 100 Hz SIRU output. The
spacecraft is nadir pointing with an angular rate of 223 arcseconds∕s
about its pitch axis (orbit normal axis), with periodic pitch and roll
rate deviations for calibration ocean scans (3 deg off nadir) and
intermittent deviations for target-of-opportunity pointing (<5 deg
off nadir). The pitch axis is aligned (approximately parallel or
antiparallel) with the body frame x axis in the flight data used here,
and the yaw axis and zenith direction are aligned with the body frame
z axis. The four star tracker lines of sight follow one another along a
great circle of the sky except for small deviations during ocean scans
and target-of-opportunity pointing.
Local tangent plane coordinates are used here to represent clusters

of two or more nearby unit vectors and take advantage of the body
frame geometry. One unit vector from the cluster is defined as
a reference uref , around which a local i, j, k coordinate frame is
formed by

k � uref (1)

j � uref × x (2)

i � j × k (3)

Unit vectors are expressed in an i, j, k local tangent plane frame by
u � � ui uj uk �T or angles θh and θv from the k axis toward the i
and j axes. An intermediate vector u 0 � �h v 1 �T is defined,
where

h ≡ tan θh � ui∕uk (4)

v ≡ tan θv � uj∕uk (5)

and u � u 0∕ku 0k. The i, j plane is locally tangent to the unit sphere
around the body frame origin at the point k ≡ uref . Near uref, h ≅ θh
and v ≅ θv and the local tangent plane coordinates are approximately
equivalent to angles. The i axis points as directly as possible within
the tangent plane toward the body frame x axis, and the h coordinate
represents a rotation from uref toward or away from the body frame x
axis, depending on the sign. Correlations of the local tangent planeh,
v coordinates representing line-of-sight variations and measurement
residuals (star predictions and observations) are used here to
characterize the alignment filter results.

III. Alignment Filter

An alignment filter is used to simultaneously predict the
measurements from all four star trackers. The sparse LRS observations
are effectively combined with the observations from the other three
trackers. Themeasurement residuals are used to update the filter states,
which represent the body frame attitude and time-varying corrections

to reference alignments for three of the trackers (LRS, IST, andBST2).
The fourth tracker (BST1) is tied to the body frame by a constant
reference alignment. The combined states represent the attitudes of all
four trackers. This type of alignment filtering is applicable to any
configuration of vector sensors. If the vector observations can be
predicted, then the sensor alignments can be corrected.
The notation A is used here for rotation matrices (direction cosine

matrices) because they usually represent either an attitude or
alignment. Rotation vectors a are also used for alignment. A rotation
vector is defined as a Euler axis and angle a � ϕe; jej � 1 [22]. The
rotationmatrixA equivalent to a rotation vectora isA�a�. An overhat
x̂ designates an estimate of the truth x.

A. Attitude, State, and Covariance

TheBST1 attitude ismodeled as the product of the BST1 reference
alignment ABST1

b and the body frame attitude Abi �t�,

ABST1
i �t� � ABST1

b Abi �t� (6)

Time-varying corrections to ABST1
b are not modeled or estimated, and

the BST1 coordinate frame is effectively identified with the body
frame. Time-varying rotation vectors aTRK�t� representing small
alignment corrections are included in the attitudemodels for the other
trackers,

ALRS
i �t� � A�aLRS�t��ALRS

b Abi �t� (7)

AIST
i �t� � A�aIST�t��AIST

b Abi �t� (8)

ABST2
i �t� � A�aBST2�t��ABST2

b Abi �t� (9)

where A�aTRK�t�� is the rotation matrix equivalent of the rotation
vector aTRK�t� and ATRK

b is a reference alignment.
The state vector is

x�t� � �a�t�T b�t�T aLRS�t�T aIST�t�T aBST2�t�T �T (10)

where a�t� is the body frame attitude error rotation vector and b�t� is
the gyro rate bias. These states are estimated sequentially using an
alignment filter based on the standard attitude filter, referred to by
[22] as the multiplicative extended Kalman filter. The description
here follows [9,17,22,23].
The filter performs an unconstrained estimation of a�t� during

each measurement update phase while maintaining the overall body
frame attitude estimate in the unit-norm reference attitude quaternion
qref�t� and Âbi �t� � A�qref�t��. The true attitude q�t� is modeled as
q�t� � q�a�t�� ⊗ qref�t�, where q�a�t�� is a unit-norm quaternion
equivalent to the rotation vector a�t� and ⊗ denotes quaternion
multiplication [22]. The measurement update phase assigns a finite
value â� to â�t�while the reference quaternion retains its preupdate
value qref;−. The update information is moved from â� to a
postupdate reference qref;�, and â�t� is reset to zero so that
q�â�� ⊗ qref;− � q�0� ⊗ qref;�.
The covariance matrix P is given by

P15×15 ≡ Ef�x− x̂��x− x̂�Tg �

2
666666664

Pa Pab

Pab Pb

PLRS

PIST

PBST2

3
777777775

(11)

where P is partitioned into 3 × 3 attitude error Pa, gyro rate bias Pb,
correlation Pab, and alignment PTRK submatrices. In the continuous-
time linearized state equation given by
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2
666666664

δ _a

δ _b

δ _aLRS

δ _aIST

δ _aBST2

3
777777775
�

2
666666664

−�ωref×� I3×3

03×3 03×3

03×3

03×3

03×3

3
777777775

2
666666664

δa

δb

δaLRS

δaIST

δaBST2

3
777777775

� I15×15

2
666666664

ηARW

ηRRW

ηLRS

ηIST

ηBST2

3
777777775

(12)

the gyro rate bias δb and alignments δaLRS, δaIST, and δaBST2 are
driven by process noise alone, with Ef ηARW ηTARW g � σ2ARWI,
EfηRRW ηTRRW g�σ2RRWI, EfηLRS ηTLRS g�σ2LRSI, EfηIST ηTIST g�
σ2ISTI, and Ef ηBST2 ηTBST2 g � σ2BST2I. The discrete-time process
noise matrix for a propagation interval Δt ≡ tk�1 − tk is given by

Qk�Δt� �

2
666666664

�σ2AWN � Δtσ2ARW � �Δt3∕3�σ2RRW�I �Δt2∕2�σ2RRWI
�Δt2∕2�σ2RRWI Δtσ2RRWI

Δtσ2LRSI

Δtσ2ISTI

Δtσ2BST2I

3
777777775

(13)

Parameter estimates for the alignment process noises σLRS, σIST, and
σBST2 are the subject of Sec. III.D.

B. Propagation

The gyro unit outputs time-tagged angular increments, which are
used to compute the rate vector ωg�t�. The true rate ω�t� is modeled
by ω�t� � ωg�t� � b�t� � ηARW�t�, where db�t�∕dt � ηRRW�t�.
The angular rate estimate is ω̂�tk� � ωg�tk� � b̂�tk�, and the
propagation rotation vector is ap � Δtω̂�tk�, where the time interval
Δt ≡ tk�1 − tk is short enough that ω̂ is approximately constant.
Attitude propagationwhen the assumption of approximately constant
ω̂ is not valid is discussed in [24]. The propagated attitude estimate
and state are qref�tk�1� � q�ap� ⊗ qref�tk� and x̂k�1 � x̂k.
The discrete-time state transition matrix is given by

Φk�t� �

2
666666664

R�ap� S�ap�
03×3 I3×3

I3×3

I3×3

I3×3

3
777777775

(14)

R�a� � �cos a�I −
�
sin a

a

�
�a×� �

�
1 − cos a

a2

�
aaT (15)

S�a� � Δt
��

sin a

a

�
I −

�
1 − cos a

a2

�
�a×� �

�
a − sin a

a3

�
aaT

�

(16)

and the propagated covariance is Pk�1 � ΦkPkΦT
k �Qk. The cross-

product matrix �a×� is defined by �a×�b � a × b.

C. Measurement Update

The input to a measurement update phase consists of one or more
observed star unit vectors u in an i, j, k sensor coordinate frame with
the k axis along the line of sight and the i, j axes in the focal plane. The
corresponding reference unit vectors in the celestial frame u 0 are
computed from a star catalog. The measurement model is given by

y � h�u� � ηy �
�
h
v

�
� ηy �

�
u1∕u3
u2∕u3

�
� ηy (17)

where the measurement covariance R � Ef ηy ηTy g � σ2yI. The jth
sensor attitude is Aji �t� � A�aj�t��A

j
bA

b
i �t�, and the measurement

residuals are Δy ≡ h�u� − h�A�aj�t��AjbAbi �t�u 0�.
The measurement sensitivity matrix representing the relationship

of the observations to the filter states is

H � ∂y
∂x
� ∂h

∂u
∂u
∂x
� ∂h

∂u

�
∂u
∂a

0
∂u

∂aLRS
∂u

∂aIST
∂u

∂aBST2

�
(18)

where, from Eq. (17),

∂h
∂u
�
�
1∕u3 0 −u1∕u23
0 1∕u3 −u2∕u23

�
(19)

The factors ∂u∕∂a and ∂u∕∂aj represent the sensitivity of star unit
vectors to body frame attitude and jth sensor alignment variations.
Their derivation here follows [9,17].
For ∂u∕∂a, the jth alignment is held constant and absorbed in Ajb.

For a reference attitude Ari �t� arbitrarily close to Abi �t� and a
small attitude error rotation vector a with the first-order
approximation A�a� ≈ �I − �a×��, the attitude is modeled asAbi �t� �
�I − �a×��Ari �t�. Observed and reference unit vectors are related by
u � AjbAbi �t�u 0, and substitution gives

u � AjbAri �t�u 0 − A
j
b�a×�Ari �t�u 0 (20)

u � AjbAri �t�u 0 � A
j
b�Ari �t�u 0×�a (21)

∂u∕∂a � Ajb�Abi �t�u 0×� (22)

for ari → abi as a → 0.
For ∂u∕∂aj with a reference alignment Arb arbitrarily close to Ajb

and the approximation A�aj� ≈ �I − �aj×��, the jth sensor alignment
ismodeled asA�aj�Arb � �I − �aj×��Arb. Observed and reference unit
vectors are related by u � A�aj�ArbAbi �t�u 0, and substitution gives

u � ArbAbi �t�u 0 − �aj×�ArbAbi �t�u 0 (23)

u � ArbAbi �t�u 0 � �ArbAbi �t�u 0×�aj (24)
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∂u∕∂aj � �AjbAbi �t�u 0×� (25)

for arb → ajb as aj → 0.
After the propagation of the state and covariance from tk to tk�1,

the measurement update at tk�1 is performed using the Kalman gain
K � PHT�HPHT � R�−1 and estimated state correction

Δx̂ � �ΔâT Δb̂T ΔâTLRS ΔâTIST ΔâTBST2 �
T � KΔy (26)

with covariance update P� � �I − KH�P−. The rate bias estimate is
updated by b̂� � b̂− � Δb̂, and the attitude error estimate is moved
into the reference attitude qref� � q�Δâ� ⊗ qref−. The sensor
alignments are updated by âLRS� � âLRS− � ΔâLRS, âIST� �
âIST− � ΔâIST, and âBST2� � âBST2− � ΔâBST2.

D. Alignment Process Noise

MMAE is used to estimate alignment process noise values σLRS,
σIST, and σBST2 by testing a set of candidates. Each candidate is
implemented in its own filterHi and the set of candidates form a filter
bank Hi; i � 1; : : : ; n. Simulated measurements are input to the
filter bank, and the results are compared with simulation truth to
select the best candidate. The description here follows [25].
The simulation represents a sensor frame as a rotation

ATRK
i �t� � A�aTRK�t��Ari �t�, where Ari �t� is a reference attitude and
A�aTRK�t�� is a rotation matrix equivalent to a small alignment
rotation vector aTRK�t�. Ari �t� includes the orbital rate of
223 arcseconds∕s for motion of the stars through the sensor field
of view. The simulation state x�t� is the sensor alignmentaTRK�t� and
includes a sinusoidal orbital variation

x�t� ≡ aTRK�t� � �a sin�2πt∕tp � θ0� 0 0 �T (27)

with amplitude a, period tp equal to the orbital period (tp � 5790 s),
and a random initial phase θ0. The sensor alignment is driven by zero-
mean Gaussian noise Ef ηTRK ηTTRK g � σ2TRKI, and the continu-
ous-time state equation equivalent of Eq. (12) is δ _x � ηTRK. The
state is constant during propagation x̂k�1 � x̂k and is modeled as
driven by noise alone with Qk � Δtσ2TRKI and Pk�1 � Pk �Qk for
Δt ≡ tk�1 − tk. Measurement updates are performed as in Sec. III.C
except for the sensitivity matrix, which reduces to

H � ∂y
∂x
� ∂h

∂u
∂u
∂x
� ∂h

∂u
∂u

∂aTRK
(28)

After the propagation of the state and covariance from tk to tk�1, the
measurement update at tk�1 is performed using the Kalman gain
K�PHT�HPHT�R�−1, estimated state correction Δx̂�ΔâTRK�
KΔy, and covariance update P� � �I − KH�P−.
The measurement probability for a candidate and filter bank

member Hi is given by

P�ykjHi� � �2π�−m∕2jSkj−1∕2 exp�−ΔyTk S−1k Δyk∕2� (29)

whereSk � HkPkH
T
k � Rk andm is the number of filter states.At the

beginning of a simulation, each of the Hi are assigned the same
probability P0�Hi� � n−1 of being the best. The probabilities are
updated at each filter measurement update by

Pk�Hi� �
P�ykjHi�Pk−1�Hi�P
n
j�1 P�ykjHj�Pk−1�Hj�

(30)

If a Pk�Hi� approaches 1 as tk increases, it is evidence that the
associated filter Hi and candidate are the most correct.
Two cases are considered here with simulated alignment variation

amplitudes a1 � 2 and a2 � 10 arcseconds. In both cases, seven
candidates and filter bank membersHi; i � 1; : : : ; 7 are tested. The
candidate values associated with the Hi are shown in the columns 2
and 4 of Table 1.

The final hypothesis probabilities P�Hi� are used to select the best
candidates: σTRK � 0.01 and σTRK � 0.03 arcseconds∕s1∕2. The
amplitudes of the line-of-sight orbital variations are on the order of 1
to 2 arcseconds for the BSTs and 10 arcseconds for the IST [8,26].
Based on alignment filter results during the portions of each orbit
with LRS star observations, the LRS line-of-sight orbital variations
are believed to be similar to the IST.

IV. Flight Data Sample and Data Reduction

The data sample is limited to periods when the altimetry laser
system is active, referred to as laser campaigns and identified by an
integer from 1 to 3 indicating the operational laser and a letter
indicating the position in the sequence of campaigns for the laser. For
example, laser 3B (L3B) is the second campaign to use laser 3. Laser
campaigns typically cover 33 days. The flight data included in the
sample consists of the 13 spring and fall laser campaigns, as shown in
Table 2. The year values indicate spring or fall (S or F). The beta angle
is themean angle from the orbital plane to the sun for a campaign. The
orbit is approximately circular with a 94 deg inclination, and the rate
of change of the ascending node and beta angle is approximately
0.5 deg ∕day. The last column gives the number of orbits during

Table 1 MMAE results for alignment process noise

a1 � 2, arcseconds a2 � 10, arcseconds

σTRK, arcseconds∕s1∕2 P�Hi� σTRK, arcseconds∕s1∕2 P�Hi�
H1 0.002 0 0.015 0
H2 0.005 0 0.02 0
H3 0.007 0 0.025 0.001
H4 0.01 1 0.03 0.985
H5 0.015 0 0.035 0.014
H6 0.02 0 0.04 0
H7 0.025 0 0.045 0

Table 2 Flight data sample.

Campaign Year Beta angle, deg Days Orbits LRS star orbits

L1A 2003S −38.5 36.8 550 211
L2A 2003F 60 54.4 811 811
L2B 2004S 47 33.2 495 494
L3A 2004F −53 35.8 535 535
L3B 2005S −55.5 35.2 525 525
L3D 2005F 57 33.3 497 497
L3E 2006S 55 33.3 497 497
L3G 2006F −49 33.3 497 497
L3H 2007S −53.5 33.7 503 503
L3I 2007F 39 33.4 499 499
L3J 2008S 68 33.3 497 66
L2D 2008F −49 22.2 331 331
L2E 2009S −65 33.0 493 493

Fig. 3 Measurement noise.
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which the LRS was observing stars. LRS star tracking was
deactivated during L1A and L3J due to operational issues.
The data sample is publicly available from the National Snow and

Ice Data Center (NSIDC) [27].We believe that publicly available star
tracker and gyro data of this nature are an important resource for the
community. The ICESat star tracker and gyro data are organized in
sets of files referred to as granules that cover two orbital revolutions
and are identified by the prefix GLA04. The GLA04 files can be
directly downloaded from the NSIDC [http://nsidc.org/data/icesat].

A. Measurement Errors

Star measurements are represented by three-dimensional unit
vectors u expressed as h, v coordinates in an i, j, k sensor coordinate

frame as discussed in Sec. III.C. Measurement errors include both
stochastic errors (nondeterministic measurement noise) and
deterministic errors (distortion or low spatial frequency error here)
[28–30].
Measurement noise σy is estimated empirically for use in the

measurement covariance R � Ef ηy ηTy g � σ2yI. The estimate is
based on variations of the angular separations between pairs of stars
[31]. The variance of the separations between stars a and b is equal to
the sumof their individual noise variances σ2ab � σ2a � σ2b, where σ

2
ab

is calculated directly from a set of simultaneous measurements of
stars a andb. For a set of simultaneousmeasurements of three stars a,
b, and c, the variances of the separations form three equations
σ2ab � σ2a � σ2b, σ2ac � σ2a � σ2c, and σ2bc � σ2b � σ2c with three
unknowns σ2a, σ

2
b, and σ2c. When the number of measured stars n is

greater than 3 for a given time period, there is a variable number of
measured angular separations m. If m > n, the resulting system of
equations is solved using least-squares methods. The estimated noise
as a function of star brightness is shown in Fig. 3.
Distortion is estimated based on measurements y ≡ �h v �T and

measurement residuals Δy ≡ �Δh Δv �T , which are computed as
discussed in Sec. III.C. The distortion model is given by Δh �
hhx� ηh and Δv � hvx� ηv, where

hh � � 1 h v h2 hv v2 h3 h2v hv2 v3 01×10 �
(31)

hv � � 01×10 1 h v h2 hv v2 h3 h2v hv2 v3 �
(32)

For a sample of measurements and residuals, the observation vector
HTΔy and information matrixHTH are accumulated by �HTΔy�i �

Fig. 4 Distortion corrections for the IST.

Fig. 5 BST1 pass residuals a) Δh� σΔh and b) Δv� σΔv during a 2000 s interval from campaign L1A.

Fig. 6 BST1 pass residuals a) Δhk � σhk and b) Δvk � σvk over the 36.8 days of campaign L1A.
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�HTΔy�i−1 � hThΔh� hTvΔv and �HTH�i � �HTH�i−1 � hThhh�
hTv hv, beginning with �HTΔy�0 � 020×1 and �HTH�0 � 020×20. The
least-squares estimate of the distortion parameters x is given

by x̂ � �HTH�−1HTΔy.
Distortion corrections are applied to the measured star unit vectors

before use in the alignment filter. The IST distortion correctionmap is
shown in Fig. 4 as an example. The largest corrections in the corners
of the field of view are approximately 2.5 arcseconds. The flight data
used to estimate the corrections consists of six campaigns covering
228 days from 2003 to 2007 [30].

B. Pass Residuals and Line-of-Sight Variations

Pass residuals are used to characterize the measurements and
predictions. A pass is the set of measurements of a star as it passes
through a tracker field of view from acquisition to exit. Each pass is
reduced from hundreds of measurements and residuals to a single
record. For example, during the 37-day-long L1A laser campaign,
BST1 output 116millionmeasurements of 151,094 passes and 1,724
unique stars. The BSTs and IST typically observe five or six passes
simultaneously. The LRS observes at most one pass with significant
time gaps from one pass to the next.

Pass residuals are expressed using local tangent plane coordinates,
Eqs. (1–5), with the predicted unit vectors acting as the references
uref . The observed unit vectors are near the uref , and their local
tangent plane coordinates represent the measurement residuals and
are approximately equivalent to angles (h ≅ θh and v ≅ θv). For a
pass withmeasurement residualsΔyi; i � 1; : : : ; n, the pass residual
mean and covariance are given by

Δy ≡ �Δh Δv �T �
Xn
i�1

Δyi∕n (33)

cov�Δy� �
Xn
j�1
��Δyj − Δy��Δyj − Δy�T�∕n �

�
σ2Δh σ2ΔhΔv
σ2ΔhΔv σ2Δv

�

(34)

and are time stamped with the mean measurement time. Figure 5
showsΔh� σΔh andΔv� σΔv for 122 BST1 passes during a 2000 s
interval from campaign L1A. The 122 pass means and variances are
computed from 94,024 individual residuals.
Over time scales greater than hundreds of seconds, time series of

Δh�tj� and Δv�tj� are characterized using moving averages

ma�Δh�tj�� and ma�Δv�tj��. The variations in Δh�tj� and Δv�tj�
are characterized by σh�tj�2 ≡ma��Δh�tj� −ma�Δh�tj���2� and

σv�tj�2 ≡ma��Δv�tj� −ma�Δv�tj���2�. The moving averages are

interpolated to time series Δhk, Δvk, σhk, and σvk with constant time

intervals Δt � tk�1 − tk. Figure 6 shows Δhk � σhk and Δvk � σvk
for BST1 over the 37 days of campaign L1A.
The time series Δhk and Δvk are further reduced to param-

eters mean�jΔhkj� � std�Δhk� and mean�jΔvkj� � std�Δvk� to

Table 3 Pass statistics for the flight data sample

Tracker Star passes
per revolution

Observations per
pass

Pass
length, s

Time between
pass starts, s

LRS 23� 5 45� 5 5� 1 88� 10
IST 361� 16 896� 25 94� 2 12� 1
BST1 383� 14 676� 27 69� 3 12� 1
BST2 416� 9 583� 28 62� 2 11� 1

Fig. 7 LRS pass residuals a) mean�jΔhkj� � std�Δhk� and b)mean�jΔvkj� � std�Δvk�.

Fig. 8 LRS line-of-sight variations a) �h� Δh and b) �v� Δv.
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characterize the pass residuals over a time interval. Results for
mean�jΔhkj� andmean�jΔvkj� that are significantly greater than zero
are evidence of biases in the pass residuals. If there are biases in the
pass residuals from one sensor alone, then they represent errors in the
estimated alignment and line of sight in the body frame for that
sensor.
Variations of a tracker line of sight are expressed using local

tangent plane coordinates (Sec. II). The tracker reference alignment
ATRK
b defines a line of sight in the body frame that is used as the

reference uref for the local tangent plane coordinate frame. All of the
estimated line-of-sight unit vectors are near the k axis, and the local
tangent plane coordinates are approximately equivalent to angles
(h ≅ θh and v ≅ θv). The line-of-sight time series h�ti� and v�ti� are
interpolated to hk and vk at the same times tk and constant time
intervalsΔt � tk�1 − tk used for pass residuals. In the results section,
variations in the hk and vk coordinates of a line of sight over a
time interval are characterized by the medians �h ≡median�hk�,
�v ≡median�vk�, and amplitudes Δh ≡max�hk� −min�hk�, Δv≡
max�vk� −min�vk�.

V. Results

The relative sparsity of LRS star observations is summarized by
Table 3. There are approximately 23 LRS star passes per orbit vs
hundreds for the other three trackers. The gaps between LRS passes
are approximately 88 s long, not including periods in sunlight during
which LRS star measurements are disabled. A typical LRS pass is
approximately 5 s long and contains 45 observations.
LRS pass residuals are summarized by campaign in Fig. 7. The

parameters mean�jΔhkj� � std�Δhk� and mean�jΔvkj� � std�Δvk�
are used to characterize the differences between the LRS star
measurements and the alignment filter predictions over each
campaign. Themean�jΔhkj� value for 2008S is an outlier caused by

the loss of LRS star tracking after 66 orbits during the L3J campaign
(Table 2).
The Δhk residuals are greater than the Δvk residuals and are

evidence of a greater LRS line-of-sight variation in the h direction.
There are two other possible contributors to this difference. Because
the pitch axis is aligned with the body frame x axis, the gyro rate
ωg�tk� about the x axis is 223 arcseconds∕s, and the rate about the y
axis is approximately zero. The v coordinates of star measurements
change at a rate of 223 arcseconds∕s, and the h coordinates are
approximately constant. The possible effects of these geometric
asymmetries on attitude estimation uncertainties are also noted in [8].
LRS line-of-sight variations are shown by campaign in Fig. 8. The

parameters �h, Δh, �v, and Δv are shown as �h� Δh and �v�Δv to
characterize the line-of-sight variations during and between each
campaign. A constant bias equal to the median value has been
removed from the �h and �v time series. Thevariations in theh direction
are larger than those in the v direction. The h variations during the
2003F and 2009S (L2A and L2E) campaigns have particularly large
amplitudes, and these two campaigns are discussed in more detail in
the following text.
Pass residuals are summarized by tracker and campaign in Table 4.

Column headings h and v are used for the parameters mean�jΔhkj�
andmean�jΔvkj�. The IST, BST1, andBST2 pass residuals are on the
order of 0.0 to 0.2 arcseconds, and the LRS residuals are significantly

larger. The parametersmean�jΔhkj� � std�Δhk� andmean�jΔvkj� �
std�Δvk� could be given in Table 4, but the values of std�Δhk� and
std�Δvk� are relatively small (0.0 or 0.1 in all cases) except for the

LRS. The LRS std�Δhk� and std�Δvk� values are shown in Fig. 7.
Line-of-sight variations are summarized by tracker and campaign

in Table 5. The parameters �h, Δh, �v, and Δv are used to characterize
the line-of-sight variations during and between each campaign. A
constant bias equal to themedianvalue has been removed fromeach �h
and �v time series. The variation amplitudes Δh for both the LRS and

Table 4 Pass residualsh ≡mean�jΔhkj� and
v ≡mean�jΔvkj� in arcseconds.

LRS IST BST1 BST2

h v h v h v h v

2003S 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
2003F 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
2004S 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2004F 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2
2005S 1.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
2005F 1.4 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2006S 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
2006F 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2
2007S 1.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
2007F 1.2 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2008S 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2008F 0.7 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2
2009S 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1

Table 5 Line-of-sight variations �h� Δh and �v� Δv in arcseconds.

LRS IST BST2

�h Δh �v Δv �h Δh �v Δv �h Δh �v Δv
2003S 4 1.4 8.4 2 12.2 2.5 −10.2 1.2 0 2.4 2.9 0.1
2003F 0 42.5 −2.4 8.6 −2.4 24.5 2.2 27.7 −1.6 4.5 0.5 1.8
2004S −6.4 8.5 2.4 5.8 8.3 5.8 −10.9 3.7 −0.7 2.9 0.7 0.3
2004F 5.6 5.3 −0.1 3 0 6.1 −0.5 1.6 −1.8 4.6 0.6 0.3
2005S 2.7 9.6 1.4 5.5 3 5.8 0.3 3 −1.5 0.9 0.7 0.4
2005F 4.7 4.6 −3.5 2.2 −2.3 7.4 2.2 4.6 0.8 2.6 −0.5 0.7
2006S −2.2 3.3 −1 5.5 2.2 10.4 −4.7 4 0.6 2 0 0.6
2006F 1.4 6.1 0.8 1.4 −2.7 6.2 4.3 0.9 −0.8 2.6 0 0.6
2007S 3.7 12.3 0 6.3 0.4 3.4 0 3.3 −0.6 2.7 0.4 0.4
2007F −1.3 2.5 1.5 0.8 3.7 5.3 0.5 2.1 1.9 2.7 −0.3 0.3
2008S −16.5 5.6 −5.7 1 −22.4 21.5 −8.1 1.7 2.3 1.6 −1.5 1.6
2008F −2.7 4.2 1.9 1.6 −5.1 2 0.2 1.3 0.1 2.7 −0.5 0.2
2009S −11.2 22.6 −2.9 5.1 −18.2 25.8 −4.8 3.6 0.4 2 −0.9 1.9

Fig. 9 Temperature variations during L2A from a thermistor
associated with the LRS.
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IST are relatively large during the 2003F and 2009S (L2A and L2E)
campaigns, as noted for the LRS alone in Fig. 8. Because of the
pattern in the �h and Δh values, we believe that the 2008S (L3J)
campaign is a similar case, but LRS star tracking was lost after 66
orbits during L3J, and there is effectively poor sampling of the
Δh value.
Campaign L2A is unique in being relatively long (54 days) and

containing two GLAS temperature events caused by configuration
commands from the ground. The temperature changes effectively
divide L2A into three subcampaigns. Temperature variations from a
thermistor associated with the LRS are shown in Fig. 9.
Line-of-sight variations for the LRS, IST, and BST2 are shown in

Fig. 10. The time series hk and vk for each line of sight are plotted. A
constant bias equal to the median value has been removed from each
time series. Pass residuals for all four star trackers (including BST1)

are shown in Fig. 11. The time seriesΔhk andΔvk for each tracker are
plotted. The time series Δhk � σhk and Δvk � σvk could be plotted
here, but the σhk and σvk series are relatively constant and obscure the
bias information represented byΔhk andΔvk. There is relatively little
change of the BST2 line of sight over L2A. This agrees with its
overall stability for all 13 campaigns shown in Table 5. The residuals
from both BST1 and BST2 are also relatively small. The line-of-sight
stability and small residuals are evidence of relatively small
alignment and attitude estimate uncertainties for the BSTs.
There are strong correlations between the LRS and IST line-of-

sight variations and the temperature changes in Fig. 9. There are also
correlations between the LRS and IST line-of-sight hk time series.
The hk correlations are clear during L2E (Fig. 12).
The results in [8] provide evidence that the alignment between the

LRS and the GLAS optical bench is relatively stable, implying that

Fig. 10 Line-of-sight variations a) hk and b) vk during L2A.

Fig. 11 Pass residuals a) Δhk and b) Δvk during L2A.

Fig. 12 Line-of-sight variations a) hk and b) vk during L2E.
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the LRS coordinate frame is a good proxy for the GLAS coordinate
frame and that the LRS line-of-sight hk variations describe GLAS
optical benchmotion relative to theBSTs and spacecraft bus. The IST
is correlatedwith the LRS by the optical bench.Also shown in [8] and
[32] is that there is significant motion of the IST relative to the LRS
and optical bench and that their correlation is typically partial.

VI. Conclusions

The sparse star observations from the laser reference sensor and the
failure of the alignment reference signal on orbit provide strong
motivation to take advantage of the information from all four star
trackers when possible. The results here demonstrate that alignment
filtering can provide adequate predictions of the laser reference
sensor star observations for meeting the altimetry science pointing
requirements. However, there are significantly higher alignment filter
measurement residuals for the laser reference sensor than for the other
three star trackers. Nonzero mean measurement residuals indicate
that the filter alignment estimates for the laser reference sensor
include biases on the order of 0.5 to 1.5 arcseconds over time scales
greater than the orbital period, particularly in the direction of the body
frame x axis. The biases can be reduced by increasing the alignment
process noise and therefore the sensitivity of the alignment states, but
the current alignment process noise parameter estimates are believed
to be realistic. The biases are believed to simply reflect the limited
stellar data output from the laser reference sensor. In practice, the
biases are corrected in later processing phases [32].
On the other hand, the alignment filter is able to track laser

reference sensor alignment variations of up to 40 arcseconds towithin
approximately 1 arcsecond. The filter provides laser reference sensor
attitude estimates with adequate accuracy over time scales longer
than the orbital period, along with tracking of large laser reference
sensor and instrument star tracker alignment variations. Correlations
in these variations are believed to be evidence of significant relative
motion between the science instrument optical bench and the
spacecraft bus. The small measurement residuals and alignment
variations for the bus star trackers indicate that their alignments are
stable. Together with the large and partially correlated alignment
variations of the star trackers on the science instrument optical bench,
they are also believed to imply that the bus star tracker coordinate
frames are good proxies for both the bus frame and the alignment
filter body frame.
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